
COMPARATIVES 
AND SUPERATIVES



Complete these sentences with the comparative or 
superlative form of  the adjectives given.

1. This year is ……...... (hot) than last year.
2. She’s the …………. (beautiful) girl in the world.
3. London is  …………. (far) from Moscow than Berlin.
4. That was the ……….. (bad) day of my life!
5. Salad ……….. (good) for you than chocolate.
6. She’s the …………. (intelligent) person I know.
7. I think it’s …………… (difficult) to write in Chinese than in English. 



Rewrite the sentences using comparatives and 
superlatives. Make sure the meaning stays the same. 

1. No boy is taller than Jamie in this class.
2. A bike is lighter than a motorbike.
3. Becky is older than everybody in this class except Matthew.
4. No one in the 20th century was more intelligent than 

Einstein.
5. My bedroom is bigger than my brother’s bedroom.
6. I think a Peugeot 507 is good but Ferrari is very good.



One word is missing. 
1. Formula 1 racing is more dangerous playing football.
2. Everest is than any other mountain in the world.
3. The Nile is the river in the world.
4. Giraffes are taller elephants.
5. Motorbikes are dangerous than cars.
6. Jasmine is best swimmer in the class.
7. This is most exciting film I’ve ever been.
8. Simon is younger Michael. 



attractive bad funny good long old serious 
short strong young



Complete  the questions with 
superlative form of the adjectives

1. Who is …………… (famous) actor from your country?
2. What is ………….. (interesting) way to spend free time in your 

opinion?
3. What is …………. (boring) day of the week for you?
4. Who is …….. (funny) person in the class? 
5. Who is …………. (happy) person you know?
6. What is ………… (good) part of your day?



Adjectives –ing and -ed
-ing -ed

1 boring
2 interesting
3 frightening
4 surprising
5 confusing
6 tired
7 relaxed
8 embarrassing
9 moved
10 disappointing


